Bubble-Pair Propelled Colloidal Kayaker.
We report a hollow dumbbell-shaped manganese dioxide (MnO2) colloidal kayaker capable of converting a pair of breathing oxygen bubbles into self-propelled movement. The bubble pair generated by catalytic decomposition of hydrogen peroxide fuel grew either synchronously or asynchronously, driving the colloidal kayaker to move along a fluctuating circle. The synchronous or asynchronous breathing mode of bubble pair is governed by the asymmetric catalytic sites of the colloidal kayakers. This imbalanced distribution of bubble propulsion force generates the driving force and the centripetal force on the colloidal kayaker. The dynamics of colloidal kayakers is well-described by the overdamped Langevin equation and fluid field simulation. Such bubble-pair propelled colloidal kayakers could advance applications of catalytic nanomotors, offering effective implementation for diverse tasks for a wide range of practical applications.